Surviving Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation
Data & Statistics Subcommittee Notes
7/22/2020 10:30 AM
New member- Katie Figiel- Miller: WIth Devon Bailey on the research team.
Update on research
- Are there any financial requests we want to make for CARES funding? Want to get the
request out ASAP.
- Need money for postage and printing.
- Send requests to Laura, Shelly and Sandy.
Discussing Survey questions
- Basing on Disability Rights MD survey.
- A good foundation we can work off of.
- Change most questions from open ended to check list.
Data & Statistics feel free to put input in on the other subcommittee surveys.
-

By next week, everyone will start compiling questions into one google doc.
Might be mailing the survey out. If this happens, we will have an excel spreadsheet to
input the results in as we get them.
- We will mostly be sending the survey to prisons?
- Laura will send out individual links to the individual subcommittee surveys
- Munib will start the survey, then send it to Laura who will include it in our Committee
spreadsheet. This will be our official survey document so that everyone can comment
and edit on the same document.
- We will need to create a cover letter for the providers who will give the survey to the
recipients and an introduction to the survey for the recipients.
- Sharing through social media platforms?
- Do we know how many numbers we want?
- Whatever number we want we likely have to send double or triple those surveys
out.
For next week 7/30/2020 at 4:00 pm
- Determine if we want to request CARES funding.
- Compile survey questions and send them to Laura, Munib, Shelly and Sandy.
- Think of stakeholders we want to send the survey too.

